Computer

Topic:
- Formatting in MS Word
- Introduction to MS Power Point 2007

Question / answers from the copy and book exercises also included. Learn the tricky terms and memory bytes.

Read the chapters thoroughly. Practical will be taken from the chapter ‘Introduction to MS. Power Point’.

English
Language:

- Present continuous tense
- Past continuous tense
- Antonyms
- Antonyms with prefixes
- Adverbs and its kinds
- Unseen composition and comprehension

Literature:

- The model millionaire

Q/A, word meanings, reference to context, read the chapter thoroughly.

Science:

Topic:
- Keeping Warm
- All the work done in journal and W/B is included.

Geography:

Topic:
- The physical and the Human Environment.
- Weather and Climate (pgs 65, 66 and 67)
**Maths:**

Topic:
- Decimal
- Supplementary and Complementary angles
- Square and Rectangle (Properties, unknown angles and Area and Perimeter)
- All the work done in copy, W/B and W/Sheets

**History:**

Topic:
- pyramids and mummies”

**Islamiat:**

Topics:
- Festival in Islam
- Arrogance

All the work done in copy is included. Read the chapters thoroughly.